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Note to Moderator: The English translations in Tossup 1 are only for your use, to resolve challenges, etc. Do not 
read them out loud.  
 
TU1: Of the nouns praestes (guardian), ambages (obscurity), pugio (dagger), tus (incense), which is being 
described in the following Latin sentence: est instrumentum quo propinquior pugnat.                 PUGIO 

B1: Of the nouns praestes (guardian), ambages (obscurity), pugio (dagger), tus (incense), which is being 
described in the following Latin sentence: est persona qui alterum alit.         PRAESTES 
B2: Of the nouns praestes (guardian), ambages (obscurity), pugio (dagger), tus (incense), which is being 
described in the following Latin sentence: est res in qua Aries mox erit.         AMBAGES 
 
TU2: What emperor, who banned mention of goats because he resembled one, initiated the construction of two 
aqueducts in Rome but was soon assassinated, a pretext the Senate used to attempt to restore the Republic?

        CALIGULA 
B1: Name one of the two aqueducts for which Caligula initiated the construction.  

ANIO NOVUS or AQUA CLAUDIA 
B2: What two hills did Caligula supposedly bridge between, passing over the Temple of Divus Augustus? 

PALATINE AND CAPITOLINE 
 

TU3: Translate the following sentence from Latin to English: Si servus miser capiatur, poenas dabit. 
IF THE POOR SLAVE SHOULD BE CAPTURED, HE WILL PAY THE PENALTY 

B1: Now try this one: Si ad insulam ivissemus, liberi nunc timore belli essemus. 
IF WE HAD GONE TO THE ISLAND, WE WOULD NOW BE FREE FROM FEAR OF WAR 

B2: Now try: Si ad bellum irem, arma caperem.  
IF I WERE GOING TO WAR, I WOULD BE TAKING UP ARMS 

 
TU4: What use of the genitive case is found in the following sentence: Rex causam itineris docuit. 

SUBJECTIVE 
B1: What use of the genitive case is found in the following phrase: flumina lactis.         MATERIAL 
B2: What use of the genitive case is found in this sentence: erat pauper aquae.               SPECIFICATION 
 
TU5: Perhaps the prefect of Spain and proconsul of Africa, what author dedicated a treatise on Greek and Latin 
words to Symmachus, and a commentary on the Somnium Scipionis, dedicated to his son Eustathius? 

MACROBIUS 
B1: What most famous work of Macrobius was “one of the last cries of a paganism that is embattled in defense of 
its values?”   SATURNALIA 
B2: What author do the second and third days of the dialogue of the Saturnalia concern?              VERGIL 
 
TU6: What mythological city, the site of the Olympic games before its conquest by Elis, was the home of 
Oenomaus?      PISA 
B1: For the murder of Pelops’ bastard Chrysippus were what brothers exiled from Pisa? 

ATREUS AND THYESTES 
B2: Before retiring to Caria for his perpetual sleep, who held a footrace at Olympia for his three sons, Epeius, 
Aetolus, and Paeon?        ENDYMION 
 
TU7: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as praedatória manus?   GANG 



B1: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as ánimi imminútio?    DEPRESSION 
B2: What does the Lexicon Recentis Latinitatis define as taberna nocturna?     NIGHT-CLUB 
 
TU8: What author’s nine tragedies, of which all but one are extant, include “Phoenecian Women,” “Agamenon,” 
“Thyestes,” and a tragically lost “Medea?”            SENECA THE YOUNGER 
B1: Which tragedy, modelled on the “Trachinian Women” of Sophocles, treats the myth of Deaineira’s jealousy and 
is the only over which doubts remain about the authorship?   HERCULES OETATUS 
B2: Which tragedy conflates the subjects of two Euripidean plays, the Trojan Women and the Hecuba? 

TROADES 
 

TU9: After fighting alongside Horatius at the Pons Sublicius, what Roman slew the Etruscan leader Octavius 
Mamillus at Lake Regillus, though later succumbing to his wounds?         (TITUS) HERMINIUS (AQUILINUS) 
B1: What “parade of horsemen,” which took place on July 15th during the later Republic and was later revived by 
Augustus, celebrated the Roman victory at Lake Regillus?       TRANSVECTIO EQUORUM 
B2: What temple was established by the Romans following the battle?    TEMPLE OF CASTOR AND POLLUX 
 
TU10: Give the Latin and English for the motto of MIT.   MENS ET MANUS, MIND AND HAND 
B1: Give the Latin and English for the motto of the University of Oregon. 

MENS AGITAT MOLEM, THE MIND MOVES THE MATTER 
B2: Give the Latin and English for the motto of Fordham. 

SAPIENTIA ET DOCTRINA, WISDOM AND TEACHING 
 

TU11: The most beautiful prostitute in Rome, what woman was advised by Hercules to court the next man she met 
and became the wife of a wealthy Etruscan?            ACCA LARENTIA 
B1: What did Acca Larentia do with her wealth after she and her husband died? 

BEQUEATHED IT TO THE ROMAN PEOPLE 
B2: Who is Acca Larentia more commonly the wife of?  
FAUSTULUS 
 
TU12: Supposedly where Demeter taught the Titans to plant corn, likely out of fondness for Macris, what island 
became the scene of Medea’s marriage to Jason and the home of the Phaeaecians? 

DREPANE/SCHERIA/CORCYRA 
B1: According to Apollonius Rhodius, what does the name Drepane mean? SICKLE 
B2: What hero was perhaps purified by Macris and Nausithous on the island of Drepane?         HERACLES 
 
TU13: Consul and censor with his friend Valerius Flaccus, what Roman obtained a triumph in 194 BC for his 
conquests in Iberia, but is better remembered for his support of the Oppian laws and his desired destruction of 
Carthage?        CATO THE 
ELDER/MAIOR/CENSOR 
B1: On behalf of what people, whose fleet the Romans later defeated at Myonessus, did Cato give a speech before 
the senate?      RHODIANS/RHODES 
B2: At what 191 B.C. battle did Cato prove the difference between the Romans and the Seleucids? 

THERMOPYLAE 
 

TU14: Listen carefully to the following passage, taken from a letter of Cicero to Atticus, which I will read twice, 
and answer in English the question that follows: Cum haec maxime scriberem, ecce tibi Sebosus! nondum plane 
ingemueram, 'salve' inquit Arrius. hoc est Roma decedere! quos ego homines effugi cum in hos incidi! ego 
vero in montis patrios et ad incunabula nostra pergam. denique si solus non potuero, cum rusticis potius 



quam cum his perurbanis, ita tamen ut, quoniam tu certi nihil scribis, in Formiano tibi praestoler usque ad iii 
Nonas Maias. 
The question: Until what day will Cicero remain at Formiae?            MAY 5TH 
B1: To where will Cicero press on?   MOUNTAINS of ANCESTORS and “OUR CRADLES” (and equiv.) 
B2: Whom does Cicero prefer to be with?      RUSTICS (rather than the ultra-urbane) 
TU15: What author, used for the Aeneid as an authority on the peoples of ancient Italy and for the Georgics as a 
source, dedicated a dialogue on the subject of agriculture to his wife, Fundania?         VARRO REATINUS 
B1: What is the name of that work?             DE RE RUSTICA 
B2: To whom does Varro dedicate the third book, on the subject of barnyard animals, fish, and bees? 

(QUINTINUS) PINNIUS 
 

TU16: Supposedly later baptized by the tears of Gregory the Great, what emperor’s exploits included the creation of 
Arabia Petraea, a welfare program that helped poor children throughout Italy, and a massive bridge over the Danube 
for his Dacian campaign?             TRAJAN 
B1: What general, later summarily executed by Hadrian for conspiracy, led a unit from Mauretania during Trajan’s 
conquest of Dacia?           LUSIUS QUIETUS 
B2: With what noted author did Trajan exchange correspondence, including a memorable letter explaining how the 
Christians were against “the spirit of our time?”                  PLINY THE YOUNGER 
 
TU17: From what two Latin verbs, with what meanings, is “usurp” derived?  

UTOR, TO USE and RAPIO, TO SEIZE 
B1: From what two Latin verbs, with what meanings, is “chafe” derived?  

CALEO, TO BE WARM and FACIO, TO DO 

B2: From what two Latin verbs, with what meanings, is “stratify” derived?  
STERNO, TO SPREAD and FACIO, TO DO 

 
TU18: Suckled twice by mares, what son of Alope later went to Theseus and asked to be made ruler of Eleusis, a 
request Theseus granted because they were both sons of Poseidon?    HIPPOTHOON 
B1: What great wrestler and grandfather of Hippothoon had Theseus earlier killed, vacating the throne of Eleusis?

          CERCYON 
B2: How did Cercyon know that Hippothoon was Alope’s son and thus kill her? 

HE RECOGNIZED THE CLOTHING AS HIS DAUGHTER’S WORK 
 
TU19: What type of Roman play, in which Donatus claimed it was possible to bring on stage slaves more able and 
more intelligent than their masters, contained sung and spoken parts and was modeled off Greek new comedy?

      FABULA PALLIATA 
B1: What genre’s most prolific authors included Titinius and Afranius?          FABULA TOGATA 
B2: In which genre, more commonly known as the mime, did performers wore no masks? 

FABULA RICINIATA 
 

TU20: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Iace humi et simula te 
anguem esse.            STUDENT SHOULD LIE ON GROUND AND PRETEND HE/SHE IS A 
SNAKE 
B1: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Iacite humi et simulate vos 
phocam esse.              STUDENTS SHOULD LIE ON GROUND AND PRETEND THEY ARE SEALS 
B2: When you are recognized by the spotter, please perform the following command: Clamate quasi bubones sitis.

             STUDENTS SHOULD MAKE NOISES OF AN OWL 


